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DEAR GUARDSMEN: As any football crowd knows, "You can't tell the players without a program." You can apply the same principle to keeping up with what's going on in the far-flung National Guard, without reading THE NATIONAL GUARDSMAN.

By way of verification, we quote from a letter to CWO Charles D. Harrold:

The recently organized NCO Club of Co A, 173 Tk Bo, 30 Armed Div, Lewistown, Tenn, approved the first order of business, which was to furnish all its members with copies of THE NATIONAL GUARDSMAN. They felt that this was the best means available to keep them informed of current activities and activities to come as pertinent to the indispensable National Guard.

With the letter was the order for enough subscriptions to cover the membership.

Which ties-in with another common example of how to use THE NATIONAL GUARDSMAN: a two-year subscription entered for a young polo victim who was an "army" enthusiast. For more about him, see story in "Posting the Guard."

THE STAFF

OUR COVER: Only the pilots and mechanics who have to go through it, fully comprehend the task of "translating" from the FS-80 to the F84E jets. And after seemingly endless hours of weekend and spare time training and practice, it's a real accomplishment to make the first mass formation flight. On the front cover are Maj Robert H. Taylor and two of Texas' 111th Int-SeqTp.

ART NOW! Buy Direct from MANUFACTURER & SAVE!

PERSONALIZED SWAGGER STICKS

MADE OF THE FINEST STRAIGHT GRAINED WOOD, WITH SEDL INLAID TIP AND BASE, HEAVIY POLISHED. Must be seen to be appreciated.

$3 each

Branch Insignia, such as top, 60c. Warrant Officers (in location as top of Branch) $1.25 each. Enlisted Men. 40c., 17c. 10c. (Vets) (Killed) $1.25 Add.

General Officers: $1.25 Add. 

Enlisted all Ranks .................. 20c.

Numbered to Top of Stick (if available), 30c each

All Swagger Sticks are made to order only. Delivery 7 weeks or sooner.

PERSONALIZED DESK STAND

group metal; highly polished, miniature flags, choose platoon to war on Swagger Stick, with Rank and Branch inscribed. Approx. 5 1/2" Long. 71/2" Wide. 11/2" High.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE

$4.50 each

REGULAR PRICE $6.00

PERSONALIZED STAND COMPLETE AS SHOWN (DOES NOT INCLUDE SWAGGER STICK)

PISTOL BELT SET

Complete set consisting of Pistol Belt

Extra large brass buckles with 4 large size brass keepers

$3.75 each set

RIDGWAY FIELDCAP

SHAPE RETAINING 902. SATEN FATIGUE

The belts and accessories can be purchased separately at the following prices:

Brass Buckle $1.15 each

Brass Keeper 35c each

Pistol belt with brass buckle, entire White, 0.0 2.75 each

We carry a most complete line of Regimental Crests, Enlisted Men's and Officer's insignia plus hundreds of military accessories.

TOPPER MERCHANDISING 618 Broadway, New York 12, N.Y.
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